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‘I felt a sense of guilt’ 
The Blitzers are all aged 17 to 19 and were

mostly recruited while still in school, some of
them initially training part-time after class. A rigor-
ous testing process whittled them down, until 12
of them moved into the shared house for the final
stage, with the seven group members chosen in
November. Even the winners were left with
mixed feelings. Leader Choi Jin-hwa, 19, said
that altogether he saw around 20 of his fellow
trainees dismissed, but he “never got used to it”. 

“Regardless of how long they had been with
us, they had all practiced all day long with me
ever since joining,” he told AFP. “Even though I
had done nothing wrong, I felt a sense of guilt.”
The discipline is relentless, with Wuzo deter-
mining when they get up, when and what they
eat, when they wear make-up and when they
go to bed. Weight control is constant. “We ban
them from eating night time snacks,” said man-
ager Oh Chang-seok, who lives with the band,
combining the roles of caregiver and enforcer.

“It’s inevitable,” he explained. “They have to be
ready at any time” if a promotional opportunity
arises.

The K-pop industry is accused of consum-
ing young hopefuls with only a tiny minority
surviving to stardom, with former Nine Muses
idol Ryu Sera last year likening it to a “factory-
like mass-production system” in an interview
with AFP. Wuzo’s Kim rejects such criticism as
“one-sided”. “We as a company give trainees
an opportunity to pursue and realize their

dreams and they give us an opportunity to
grow as a company,” he said. “We are all in
this together.”  And manager Oh is realistic
about cast-off former trainees. “We can’t help
those who were given an opportunity for self-
improvement but couldn’t keep up with the oth-
ers,” he said. “We need to present the public
with the best ones.”— AFP

Members of the K-pop boy band Blitzers waving during a promotional
shoot at a rehearsal studio in Seoul.

Members of the K-pop boy band Blitzers performing during their dance practice session at a rehearsal studio in Seoul.


